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Introduction to SQLIntroduction to SQLIntroduction to SQLIntroduction to SQL
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ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives

 Define terms Define terms

 Define a database using SQL data definition 
languagelanguage

 Write single table queries using SQL

 Establish referential integrity using SQL

 Discuss SQL:1999 and SQL:200n standardsQ Q
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Figure 6-1
A simplified schematic of a typical SQL environment, as 
d ib d b th SQL 200 t d ddescribed by the SQL: 200n standard
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SQL OverviewSQL OverviewSQL OverviewSQL Overview
 Structured Query Language

 The standard for relational database management 
t (RDBMS)systems (RDBMS) 

 RDBMS: A database management system that RDBMS: A database management system that 
manages data as a collection of tables in which all 
relationships are represented by common values in p p y
related tables
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SQL EnvironmentSQL EnvironmentQQ
 Data Definition Language (DDL)

 Commands that define a database, including creating, altering, 
and dropping tables and establishing constraints

 Data Manipulation Language (DML) Data Manipulation Language (DML)
 Commands that maintain and query a database

 Data Control Language (DCL)
 Commands that control a database, including administering 

privileges and committing data
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SQL Data TypesSQL Data Types
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DDL: Table CreationDDL: Table Creation
Fi 6 5 G l f CREATE

Steps in table creation:

1 Identify data types forFigure 6-5 General syntax for CREATE 
TABLE statement used in data 
definition language

1. Identify data types for 
attributes

2. Identify columns that can 
d t b ll

g g
and cannot be null

3. Identify columns that 
must be unique 
(candidate keys)

4. Identify primary key–
foreign key matesforeign key mates

5. Determine default values

6. Identify constraints on y
columns (domain 
specifications)

7 Create the table and

77

7. Create the table and 
associated indexes

The following slides create tables for The following slides create tables for 
thi t i d t d lthi t i d t d lthis enterprise data modelthis enterprise data model

(from Chapter 1, Figure 1-3)( p , g )
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Figure 6-6 SQL database definition commands for Pine Valley Furniture 
Company (Oracle 11g)

Overall table 
definitions
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1. Defining attributes and their data types
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2. Non-nullable specificationp

Primary keys 

4 Id tif i P i K

can never have 
NULL values
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4. Identifying Primary Key

N ll bl ifi iNon-nullable specifications

Primary key

Some primary keys are composite–Some primary keys are composite
composed of multiple attributes
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Controlling the values in attributes

5. Default value

6. Domain constraint
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6. Identifying foreign keys and establishing relationships

Primary key of  
parent tableparent table

F i k f d d t t bl
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Foreign key of  dependent table
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Practice: Exercise #1Practice: Exercise #1Practice: Exercise #1Practice: Exercise #1

Write a database description for each of the relations shown, 
using SQL DDL. Assume the following attribute data types: 

StudentID (integer, primary key)StudentID (integer, primary key) 
StudentName (25 characters) 
FacultyID (integer, primary key) 
FacultyName (25 characters)FacultyName (25 characters) 
CourseID (8 characters, primary key)
CourseName (15 characters) 
DateQualified (date) 
SectionNo (integer, primary key) 
Semester (7 characters)
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Semester (7 characters)



Data Integrity ControlsData Integrity ControlsData Integrity ControlsData Integrity Controls
 Referential integrity – constraint that ensures that f g y

foreign key values of a table must match primary 
key values of a related table in 1:M relationships

 Restricting:g
 Deletes of primary records
 Updates of primary records
 Inserts of dependent records
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Figure 6-7 Ensuring data integrity through updates

Relational 
integrity is 
enforced viaenforced via 
the primary-
key to foreign-
k t hkey match
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Changing TablesChanging TablesChanging TablesChanging Tables
 ALTER TABLE statement allows you to 

change column specifications:change column specifications:

 Table Actions:

 Example ( ddi l ith d f lt l ): Example (adding a new column with a default value):
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Remo ing TablesRemo ing TablesRemoving TablesRemoving Tables

 DROP TABLE statement allows you to DROP TABLE statement allows you to 
remove tables from your schema:

 DROP TABLE CUSTOMER_T
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Practice: ExercisePractice: Exercise #4#4Practice: Exercise Practice: Exercise #4#4

Write SQL data definition commands for each of the following 
queries: 

1. How would you add an attribute, Class, to the Student table?1. How would you add an attribute, Class, to the Student table? 

2. How would you remove the Registration table? 

3. How would you change the FacultyName field from 25 
characters to 40 characters?
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Insert StatementInsert Statement
 Adds one or more rows to a table
 Inserting into a table Inserting into a table

 Inserting a record that has some null attributes requires 
identifying the fields that actually get data

 Inserting from another table
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Creating Tables with Identity ColumnsCreating Tables with Identity Columns

Introduced with SQL:200n

Inserting into a table does not require explicit customer ID entry orInserting into a table does not require explicit customer ID entry orInserting into a table does not require explicit customer ID entry or Inserting into a table does not require explicit customer ID entry or 
field listfield list

INSERT INTO CUSTOMER_T VALUES ( ‘Contemporary Casuals’, 
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( p y ,
‘1355 S. Himes Blvd.’, ‘Gainesville’, ‘FL’, 32601);

Delete StatementDelete StatementDelete StatementDelete Statement

 Removes rows from a table

 Delete certain rows Delete certain rows
 DELETE FROM Customer_T WHERE 

CustomerState = ‘CA’;CustomerState  CA ;

 Delete all rows
DELETE FROM CUSTOMER T; DELETE FROM CUSTOMER_T;
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Update StatementUpdate StatementUpdate StatementUpdate Statement

 Modifies data in existing rows
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Practice: Exercise #5Practice: Exercise #5Practice: Exercise #5Practice: Exercise #5

Write SQL commands for the following: 

1. Create two different forms of the INSERT command to add a 
student with a student ID of 65798 and last name Lopez tostudent with a student ID of 65798 and last name Lopez to 
the Student table. 

2 Now write a command that will remove Lopez from the2. Now write a command that will remove Lopez from the 
Student table. 

3. Create an SQL command that will modify the name of course 
ISM 4212 from Database to Introduction to Relational 
Databases.

2626

Databases.



Basic SELECT Basic SELECT 
 Used for queries on single or multiple tables.

SELECT [DISTINCT] tt ib t li tSELECT [DISTINCT] attribute-list

FROM table-list

WHERE dWHERE conditions

C diti : comparisons combined• Conditions: comparisons, combined 
with AND, OR, NOT

DISTINCT i ti l k d• DISTINCT is an optional keyword 
indicating that the answer should not 
contain duplicates. The default is that 
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p
duplicates are not eliminated!

SELECT ExampleSELECT Example

 Find products with standard price less than $275

Table 6-3: Comparison Operators in SQL
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SELECT E ample Using AliasSELECT Example Using Alias

 Alias is an alternative column or table name

SELECT Cust.CustomerName AS Name, 
Cust.CustomerAddress 

FROM Customer_T AS Cust

WHERE CustomerName = ‘Home Furnishings’;
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SQLSQL –– Aggregate OperationsAggregate OperationsSQL SQL Aggregate OperationsAggregate Operations

 How many items were on order number 1004? How many items were on order number 1004?

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM OrderLine TSELECT COUNT(*) FROM OrderLine_T
WHERE OrderID = 1004;

Result: COUNT(*) : 2

 Compute function on set of rows selected by the 
WHERE clause

3030

WHERE clause. 



SQLSQL –– Aggregate OperationsAggregate OperationsSQL SQL Aggregate OperationsAggregate Operations

 How many items were on order number 1004 and How many items were on order number 1004, and 
what are they?

SELECT ProductID, COUNT(*)
FROM OrderLine_T
WHERE OrderID = 1004;

Result: ERRORResult: ERROR
With aggregate functions you can’t have single-valued 
columns included in the SELECT clause, unless they
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columns included in the SELECT clause, unless they 
are included in the GROUP BY clause

SQL SQL –– Aggregate OperatorsAggregate OperatorsQQ gg g pgg g p

COUNT(*) SELECT SUM(Price*Quanity)
COUNT([DISTINCT] A)
SUM ([DISTINCT] A)
AVG ([DISTINCT] A)

FROM Purchase_T

65 ( 20+5+10+30)AVG ([DISTINCT] A)
MAX (A)
MIN (A)

65 (=20+5+10+30)

SELECT SUM(Price*Quanity)
FROM P h T

Product Date Price Quantity

Purchase_T

FROM Purchase_T
WHERE Product = ‘Bagel’

Bagel 10/21 1 20

Banana 10/3 0.5 10

Banana 10/10 1 10

50 (=20+30)

3232

Banana 10/10 1 10

Bagel 10/25 1.50 20



Practice: Exercise #6Practice: Exercise #6Practice: Exercise #6Practice: Exercise #6

Write SQL queries to answer the following questions:

1. Which students have an ID number that is less than 50000? 

2. What is the name of the faculty member whose ID is 4756? 

3 What is the smallest section number used in the first3. What is the smallest section number used in the first 
semester of 2008?
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SELECT ExampleSELECT Example––Boolean OperatorsBoolean Operators
 AND, OR, and NOT Operators for customizing 

conditions in WHERE clause

Note: the LIKE operator allows you to compare strings using wildcards. 
For example, the % wildcard in ‘%Desk’  indicates that all strings that 
ha e an n mbe of ha a te s p e eding the o d “Desk” ill be allo ed

3434

have any number of characters preceding the word “Desk” will be allowed.



SELECT ExampleSELECT Example––Boolean OperatorsBoolean Operators
 With parentheses…these override the normal precedence 

of Boolean operatorsp

By default, the AND operator takes precedence over the OR operator. 
With parentheses, you can make the OR take place before the AND.
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Practice: Exercise #7Practice: Exercise #7Practice: Exercise #7Practice: Exercise #7

Write SQL queries to answer the following questions: 

1. How many students are enrolled in Section 2714 in the first 
semester of 2008?semester of 2008? 

1. Which faculty members have qualified to teach a course 
since 1993? List the faculty ID course and date ofsince 1993? List the faculty ID, course, and date of 
qualification.
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SELECT SELECT –– Sorting Results with the ORDER BY ClauseSorting Results with the ORDER BY Clause

 Sort the results first by State, and within a state by the 
Customer NameCustomer Name

Note: the IN operator in this example allows you to include rows whose 
CustomerState value is either FL, TX, CA, or HI. It is more efficient than 
separate OR conditions

3737

separate OR conditions.

Practice: Exercise #9Practice: Exercise #9Practice: Exercise #9Practice: Exercise #9
Write SQL queries to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the courses included in the Section table? List each 
course only once. 

2. List all students in alphabetical order by StudentName. 

3 Li t th t d t h ll d i h i3. List the students who are enrolled in each course in 
Semester I, 2008. Order the students by the sections in 
which they are enrolled. y

4. List the courses available. Order them by course prefix. (ISM 
is the only prefix shown but there are many others

3838

is the only prefix shown, but there are many others 
throughout the university.)



Motivation for GroupingMotivation for Grouping

 So far, we have applied aggregate operators to all rows. 
What if we want to apply them to only a subset of rows?pp y y

 Consider: Find the average price for every product 
purchased after 10/2/2011p f

• In general, we don’t know how many products are, or even 
what the products are!

• Group the rows by Product, then compute the SELECT clause 
for each group!

Product Date Price Quantity
SELECT AVG(Price)
FROM Purchase_T
WHERE Date > ’10/2/2011’

Bagel 10/21 1 20

Bagel 10/25 1.50 20

Banana 10/3 0 5 10
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WHERE Date > 10/2/2011
GROUP BY Product;

Banana 10/3 0.5 10

Banana 10/10 1 10

Let’s See What This Means …Let’s See What This Means …

1. Compute the FROM and WHERE clauses

2 G b h ib i G O2. Group by the attributes in GROUP BY

3. Compute the SELECT clause: grouped attributes and 
taggregates. 

Product Date Price Quantity

Purchase_T

SELECT AVG(Price)
FROM Purchase_T
WHERE Date > ’10/2/2011’

Bagel 10/21 1 20

Bagel 10/25 1.50 20

Banana 10/3 0 5 10
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WHERE Date > 10/2/2011
GROUP BY Product;

Banana 10/3 0.5 10

Banana 10/10 1 10



SELECTSELECT–– Categorizing Results Using GROUP BYCategorizing Results Using GROUP BY

 For use with aggregate functions
S l t : single al e ret rned from SQL q er ith aggregate Scalar aggregate: single value returned from SQL query with aggregate 
function

 Vector aggregate: multiple values returned from SQL query with 
aggregate function (via GROUP BY)aggregate function (via GROUP BY)

Note: you can use single-value fields with aggregate functions 
if they are included in the GROUP BY clause
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SELECTSELECT–– Filtering Categories Using HAVINGFiltering Categories Using HAVINGSELECTSELECT Filtering Categories Using HAVINGFiltering Categories Using HAVING

 For use with GROUP BY For use with GROUP BY

Like a WHERE clause, but it operates on groups (categories), 
not on individual rows. Here, only those groups with total 
n mbers greater than 1 ill be incl ded in final res lt

4242

numbers greater than 1 will be included in final result.



Grouping and Aggregation: General FormGrouping and Aggregation: General Formp g gg gp g gg g
SELECT S
FROM T1, …, Tn, ,
WHERE C1
GROUP BY A1, …, Ak
HAVING C2HAVING C2
ORDER BY B1, …, Bk

Evaluation Steps:
1. Evaluate FROM – WHERE, apply condition C1
2 Group by attributes A1 Ak2. Group by attributes A1, …, Ak
3. Apply condition C2 to each group
4. Compute aggregates in S on each group.

4343

p gg g g p
5. Sort each group by attributes B1, …, Bk and return the result.

Figure 6-10 
SQL statement 
processingprocessing 
order  (adapted 
from van der 
L 2006Lans, 2006 
p.100)
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Practice: Exercise #8Practice: Exercise #8Practice: Exercise #8Practice: Exercise #8

Write SQL queries to answer the following questions:

1. Which students are enrolled in Database and Networking? 
(Hint: Use SectionNo for each class so you can determine the(Hint: Use SectionNo for each class so you can determine the 
answer from the Registration table by itself.) 

1 Which instructors cannot teach both Syst Analysis and Syst1. Which instructors cannot teach both Syst Analysis and Syst
Design?
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Using and Defining ViewsUsing and Defining Views
 Views provide users controlled access to tables

 Base Table – Table containing the raw data

 Dynamic View

 A “virtual table” created dynamically upon request by a user 

 No data actually stored; contents materialized when referenced

 Based on SQL SELECT statement on base tables or other views

 Materialized View

 Copy or replication of data

 Data actually stored on the disk

 Refreshed periodically to match corresponding base tables
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Defining ViewsDefining Views

 Useful for presenting different info to different users

SSN Name Department Project Salary
Employee_T

CREATE VIEW Developer_V AS
SELECT Name ProjectSELECT Name, Project
FROM Employee_T
WHERE Department = “Development”

 Payroll has access to Employee_T, others to 
D l V l

4747

Developer_V only

Querying a ViewQuerying a View

SSN Name Department Project Salary

Employee_T

 We can later use this view:

SELECT *Developer V
FROM  Developer_V;

INSERT INTO D l V( N P j )

Name Project

p _

INSERT INTO Developer_V( Name, Project)
VALUES(‘Mike’, ‘Gadget Design’);

Anything
Wrong?

INSERT INTO Employee_T
VALUES(NULL, ‘Mike’, ‘Development’, ‘Gadget Design’, NULL);

4848

( p g g )

Most views are non-updateable.



Views Views –– Another ExampleAnother Example

 CHECK OPTION works only for updateable views 
d t d t th t ld t tand prevents updates that would create rows not 

included in the view
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Advantages of ViewsAdvantages of ViewsAdvantages of ViewsAdvantages of Views
 Simplify query commands
 Assist with data security (but don't rely on views for 

security, there are more important security measures)
 Enhance programming productivity
 Contain most current base table data

U li l Use little storage space
 Provide customized view for user

E t bli h h i l d t i d d Establish physical data independence
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Disadvantages of ViewsDisadvantages of ViewsDisadvantages of ViewsDisadvantages of Views
 Use processing time each time view isUse processing time each time view is 

referenced

 May or may not be directly updateable May or may not be directly updateable
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Practice: Exercise #2Practice: Exercise #2Practice: Exercise #2Practice: Exercise #2

 Define the following view:

StudentID StudentName

g

38214 Letersky

54907 Altvater

66324 Aiken

70542 Marra70542 Marra
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